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PM BORNE SUGGESTED AND HOOT AT NATIONAL ASSEMBLY PREVENTED
FROM SPEAK
THUS NO VOTE & SHE TRIGGERS 49.3 DECREE

Paris, Washington DC, 16.03.2023, 22:27 Time

USPA NEWS - French Government is in hot turmoil, after two months (since 19 January 2023) of protests against the pension reform,
carrying millions of protesters (up to 3,4 M people, according to the inter Unions composed of 8 largest Unions). For the very first time,
unionists showed a strong unity and stop up fro weeks against the pension reform, led by the PM Elisabeth Borne, at the French
Parliament. The PM hoped she could find a majority to support her controversial law, that was controversial from Day one. Elisabeth
Borne, then triggered the decree 49,3, (which she has used the times already since she is in the PM’s office). This constitutional tool is
totally legal, yet must be sued for some rare moments, of uncertainty or exceptional cases of hardship in convincing the opposition, it is
the best “A legislative gun for the PM’s as if it gives him or her, a sniper legitimacy, enabling to force the passing of any law, without
usine the MP’s vote" 
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Trade unionists criticize the PM for not having listened to them and not really having a dialogue, especially concerning the very
controversial article 7, which consists in raising the retirement age from 62 to 64 years. In the substance of the text of this law on
retirement, it is also criticized for being unfavorable to long careers, i.e. those who begin to work from the age of 16 (16-21 year olds) in
mainly manual trades and therefore painful and wearing out the body. The deputy LR Aurelien Pradie, was crowned with success, by
the opposition, because he was the "hero of long careers" protecting this segment of the population, young people who started work
earlier than the others, and for whom he pleads to only make 43 annuities, in all fairness, and not at the age of 64. It is also for him to
be unfavorable to women, whose career is often interspersed with "arrests linked to pregnancy, parental leave and education of
children". For all these reasons, and many others linked to the current economic context, linked to the high inflation of 13% in France,
and the fragility of purchasing power, many frustrations have crystallized and added to the anger of French women who 71% support

THE TEXT OF THE REFORM HAS BEEN ADOPTED BY THE JOINT COMMISSION
The text of the pension reform was adopted yesterday by the Joint Joint Commission, which was composed of seven senators and
seven deputies (therefore four from the presidential majority). Although she was part of the commission, the deputy NUPES (LFI)
Mathidle Panot, the President of the NUPES Group, and therefore of the opposition, emerged euphoric about the vote on nuclear
power, during a hearing at the Commission of the National Assembly. To this is added the arrival of union leaders, Laurent Berger and
Philippe Martinez at Place Bourbon opposite the National Assembly, where they organized an improvised press briefing, as a symbol,
during lunch time. A strong symbol and loaded with messages addressed to deputies preparing to vote for the pension reform
"Remove this unfair and unnecessary pension reform"
To this end, an extraordinary police force had been deployed around the National Assembly on both sides of the Quai d'Orsay and
Place Bourbon. Unless you were a resident or an accredited journalist or a member of Parliament, no one could access this square, a



hyper-secure and high-voltage VIP (protesters chanted songs and with banners from the rue de l'Université....
All this is explained by the presence of two former presidents of the republic, demonstrators and trade union leaders. The current
President of the Republic, Emmanuel Macron having also been present, a few steps from the Assembly, i.e. at the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs where he had come the same morning, presented the results and congratulated the ambassadors and diplomats on the subject
of the reform of French diplomacy, which began in 2020.
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